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Abstract. We argue that zero-tenses in L1 French surface as either past (parameter value in

SOT languages) or present (parameter value in non-SOT languages). Co-existing parameter

settings in child language are expected on a Multiple Grammars approach where

acquisition involves grammar competition. Our proposal explains why French children

allow non-indexical/zero-tense construals of present, although present (under past) is

utterance-indexical in SOT languages. It extends to children acquiring a non-SOT

language: Japanese children allow (non-adult) zero-tense construals of past. We further

argue for a scopal account of independent construals of relative clauses. Together with the

observation of Isomorphism in the syntax/LF mapping in child language, the scopal account

explains why children enforce non-indexical/zero-tense construals of present/past in

relative (but not complement) clauses.

1 (Zero) Tense in Subordinate Contexts

Languages differ in how they morphologically express temporal overlap

between the eventualities described by a matrix and a subordinate clause. In

so-called Sequence of Tense (henceforth SOT) languages, temporal overlap

is expressed by a morphological past, whereas in non-SOT languages, it is



expressed by a present (Ogihara (1996) and reference therein). In the

following subsections, we review the interpretations of past and present in

subordinate contexts (complement vs. relative clauses) in SOT languages

(English/French) vs. non-SOT languages (Japanese). We then present a

well-known analysis of past in SOT languages, the zero-tense hypothesis,

which we adopt here while extending it to present in non-SOT languages.

1.1 Past under past. In SOT languages such as English or French, past

under past in a Relative Clause (RC), such as (1a), allows three readings: (i)

a simultaneous reading where the past time of the girl's crying overlaps the

past time of Zoë's kissing her, (ii) a past-shifted reading where the time of

the girl's crying precedes the past time of Zoë's kissing her, and (iii) a

future-shifted reading where the past time of the girl's crying follows the

time of Zoë's kissing her.

(1) a. Zoë kissed the girl who was crying.

b. Zoë said that Zara was happy.

In contrast, in a Complement Clause (CC) such as (1b), past under past only

allows two readings: (i) a simultaneous reading where the past time of

Zara's happiness overlaps the past time of Zoë's saying, and (ii) a past-

shifted reading where the time of Zara's happiness precedes the past time of

Zoë's saying. Crucially, however, the CC in (1b) does not allow the future-



shifted construal that RCs allow: the past time of Zara's happiness cannot be

understood as following the past time of Zoë's saying. This contrast is taken

to show that RCs, unlike CCs, allow temporally independent/indexical

construals. On this assumption, tense in a RC can be interpreted

independently of the matrix tense that is, directly in relation to utterance-

time (UT-T). On an independent construal, past merely constrains the event

described by the RC to fall in the past relative to UT-T. Since the subordinate

past remains undetermined relative to the matrix past, the subordinate past

event is free to either precede or follow the matrix past event, yielding either

a past or a future-shifted construal. In contrast, if past in a CC is assumed to

be a dependent tense, constrained to denote a time in the past relative to the

matrix tense, then CCs will yield past-shifted, but not future-shifted

construals (unlike RCs).

In contrast, in a non-SOT language such as Japanese, a past tense

always expresses pastness that is, anteriority relative to either the matrix

tense (on a dependent construal) or UT-T (on an independent construal).

Hence, the Japanese subordinate clauses in (2) (from Ogihara (1995: 185))

allow shifted but not simultaneous construals of past under past. Just like in

English, past under past in a RC ((2b)), unlike a CC ((2a)), allows a future

as well as a past-shifted construal. This follows again if RCs, unlike CCs,

allow independent construals of the subordinate past.



(2) a. John-wa Mary-ga ninsinsi-te.i-ta to it-ta

John-TOP Mary-NOM   pregnant-PROG-PAST C° say-PAST

‘John said that Mary was pregnant.’ [Past-shifted only]

b. Taroo-wa [nai-te.i-ta otoko]-o nagut-ta

Taroo-TOP cry-PROG-PAST boy-ACC hit-PAST

‘Taroo hit a/the man who was crying.’ [Shifted only]

Summarizing. In non-SOT languages, past unambiguously denotes pastness

relative to the matrix past/UT-T. This is not the case in SOT languages where

past is also used to express temporal simultaneity relative to the matrix past.

1.2 Present under past. To express temporal overlap, non-SOT languages

use a present in the subordinate clause, as illustrated with the Japanese

examples in (3). The time of Mary's pregnancy in the CC ((3a)) is

understood as simultaneous with the past time of John's saying.

(3) a. John-wa  Mary-ga ninsinsi-te.i-ru to it-ta

John-TOP Mary-NOM pregnant-PROG-PRES C° say-PAST

‘John said that Mary was pregnant.’ [Simultaneous only]

b. Taroo-wa [nai-te i-ru otoko]-o nagut-ta

Taroo-TOP cry-PROG-PRES  boy-ACC hit-PAST

‘Taroo hit a/the man who was crying.’ [Simultaneous present]

‘Taroo hit a/the man who is crying.’ [Indexical present]



Present under past in a Japanese RC also yields a dependent/simultaneous

construal where the embedded present expresses temporal overlap with the

matrix past. Although the purely simultaneous construal is the default

construal of the RC, (3b), unlike the CC in (3a), also allows a

dependent/indexical construal, where the man is crying now, at the time of

utterance of (3b) (in which case, the time of his crying can but need not also

overlap Taroo's hitting him).

In contrast, present under past in SOT languages is always indexical.

This is why the situation described by the English RC in (4a) can only be

understood as holding at UT-T. In other words, the purely simultaneous

construal which is the default construal for the Japanese RC in (3b)  is

unavailable in (4a).

(4) a. Zoë kissed the girl who is crying.

b. Zoë said that Zara is crying.

Now, consider (4b) with a present in a CC embedded under a matrix past.

The use of present here gives rise to a so-called double-access reading

(Abusch 1991, Ogihara 1996) where the embedded state is understood as

holding at an interval that includes both the matrix event-time and UT-T.

That is, Zara's crying in (4b) can only be construed as holding at an interval

overlapping both the time of Zoë's saying and UT-T. A double-access



construal is also available for the RC in (4a): the present time of the girl's

crying can (but need not) extend into the past to include the time of Zoë's

kissing her.

Summarizing the two core differences between SOT and non-SOT

languages:

(5) a. Present under past yields a simultaneous construal in non-SOT

languages  but not in SOT languages. That is, in SOT

languages, present is always indexical.

b. Past under past yields a simultaneous construal in SOT

languages but not in non-SOT languages. That is, in non-SOT

languages, past always expresses anteriority.

1.3 Zero-tenses in SOT vs. non-SOT languages. A well-known hypothesis

put forth in the literature to account for the typological distinction between

SOT and non-SOT languages is the vacuous tense hypothesis (Ogihara,

1996, Kratzer, 1998, a.o).

On Ogihara's account, SOT languages (unlike non-SOT languages)

have a SOT rule optionally deleting an embedded past at LF under (local) c-

command by a matrix past. As shown in (6), LF tense deletion yields the

simultaneous construal of the English CC in (1b). The output of deletion of

the feature PAST on the embedded predicate in (6a) is a tenseless clause

((6b)) interpreted as co-temporal with the matrix clause.



(6) a. Zoë PAST say that Max PAST be happy

b. Zoë PAST say that Max ∅ be happy

Whereas under Ogihara’s vacuous tense hypothesis, tenses are generated

with features that can get deleted at LF, under Kratzer's (1998) zero-tense

hypothesis, tenses can be base-generated without temporal features

altogether. Under this proposal, the inventory of tenses in SOT languages

includes a zero-tense —alongside (indexical) present and past tenses.

On Kratzer's proposal, tenses are referential expressions similar to

pronouns in that they can have indexical, anaphoric or bound variable

construals. On this view, predicates take both individual and time

arguments. Past and present tense morphemes are temporal variables

saturating the time-argument position of their predicate. Tenses are the

temporal analogues of pronouns: just like pronouns, they act as variables

bearing indices whose values are assignment function dependent. And just

like phi-features contribute presuppositions constraining the choice of

possible referents for individual variables, temporal features ([PAST]/[PRES])

contribute presuppositions constraining the choice of possible referents for

time-variables. The feature [PRES] restricts the denotation of a time-variable

to the time of the context (UT-T in an independent clause), while [PAST]

restricts its denotation to times falling before the time of the context just

like the features [MALE]/[FEMALE] restrict the denotation of an individual



variable to male/female individuals. Zero time-arguments are the temporal

analogues of zero-pronouns without phi-features.

On a zero-tense analysis of the embedded past, the RC and CC in (1)

are assigned the following (simplified) representations. The embedded zero-

tense, a time-variable with no temporal features, must be bound by a local

antecedent. Binding by the matrix past yields the simultaneous construal.

(7) a. Zoë kiss-PAST1 the girl who be-∅1 crying.

b. Zoë say-PAST1 that Max be-∅1 happy.

Kratzer assumes zero-tenses get pronounced the way they are via a PF

agreement (feature transmission) mechanism between the zero-tense and its

binder (the matrix past in (7)). To accommodate non-SOT languages within

Kratzer's proposal, we assume the following parametric choice for the

morphological realization (pronunciation) of zero-tenses across languages:

(8) a. Non-SOT languages

The morphological features of a zero-tense are the

default/unmarked features.

b. SOT languages

The morphological features of a zero-tense are determined via

PF-agreement (between the embedded tense and its antecedent).



(8a) allows for the simultaneous reading of present under past in non-SOT

languages, since present is typically not overtly marked and, as such, the

default, morphologically unmarked tense form. (8b), in turn, allows for the

simultaneous reading of past under past in SOT languages.

2 Investigating the construals of present and past in French child

language.

With this background on SOT, we now turn to our experimental study of the

construals of present and past in embedded contexts in L1 French.

2.1 Participants and procedure. The subjects were fourteen 5 to 7 year old

monolingual French-speaking children recruited from kindergartens in

Nantes. Each child was tested individually during two twenty-minute

sessions recorded on different days. The task was a Truth Value Judgment

Task with two experimenters, one acting out the stories with toys and props,

the other playing the role of a puppet, Koko, a purple koala from another

planet, participating in the story-telling game together with the child. At the

end of each story, Koko utters the test sentence. The child’s task is to judge

whether or not Koko’s statement is true or false and then to reward/punish

him with different colored tokens according to whether or not s/he judges

Koko's statement to be acceptable in the context provided.



2.2 The experiment. Our study was designed to investigate both

simultaneous and non-simultaneous/shifted construals of both past and

present in subordinate contexts (CCs/RCs) under a matrix past. The

subordinate past tense form used in the test sentence was the imparfait

(IMP), the main imperfective viewpoint for sentences with past-time

reference in French (simultaneous construals require an imperfective

viewpoint in the embedded clause). The past tense form used in the matrix

was the passé composé ((PC), a present perfect).1

2.2.1 Simultaneous construals: the experimental design. Simultaneous

construals were tested in two different experimental contexts. In the Double

Access (DA) context, the subordinate state overlaps the matrix situation-time

(SIT-T), and still holds at UT-T. In the purely simultaneous context, the

subordinate state overlaps the matrix SIT-T, but no longer holds at UT-T. We

illustrate our experimental contexts with the scenarios in (9-10). In the

context provided in (9) to test the DA construal of a RC, the rabbit Mummy

fed was near the mushrooms at the time of her feeding and is still near the

mushrooms at the time of Koko's utterance ((9b)). While in the context

provided in (10) to test the purely simultaneous construal of a RC, the bird

Ann fed was on the car at the time of her feeding but is no longer on the car

at the time of Koko's utterance ((10d)). In order to ascertain that the child



has followed the sequence of events acted out, Koko first asks the child the

two control questions in (10a-b), then comes the test sentence ((10d)).

(9) DA context (RC)

Two rabbits, one near the tree, and the other near the mushrooms.

Mummy feeds the one near the mushrooms.

a. Experimenter: Koko, tell me what happened in the story.

b. Koko: Papa a nourri le lapin qui est/était près des champignons.

‘Daddy fed the rabbit that is/was near the mushrooms.’

(10) Purely simultaneous context (RC)

Two birds, one on the floor, the other on the roof of a car. Zoë gives

the bird on the car a piece of bread and the bird then flies away.

a. Koko: I’m not sure I understood. Where is the bird, now?

b.  And where was he before?

c. Experimenter: Koko, tell me what happened in the story.

d. Koko: Zoë a donné du pain à l’oiseau qui est/était sur la voiture.

‘Zoë gave bread to the bird that is/was on the car.’

Simultaneous construals of CCs were tested under the same two conditions:

DA (the embedded state overlaps the matrix SIT-T and still holds at  UT-T

(11)) and purely simultaneous (the embedded state overlaps the matrix SIT-T

but no longer holds at UT-T (12)).



(11) DA context (CC)

Pierre is playing with his coins. Mummy arrives: «Oh, la la! What a

mess! Put your things away!» Pierre puts his coins in the trunk.

a. Pierre: Look, Mummy, the coins are in the trunk!

b. Koko: Pierre a dit que les pièces sont/étaient dans le coffre.

‘Pierre said that the coins are/were in the trunk.’

(12) Purely simultaneous context (CC)

Pierre is playing with his coins. Mummy arrives: «Oh, la la! What a

mess! Put your things away!» Pierre puts his coins in the trunk.

a. Pierre: Look, Mummy, the coins are in the trunk!

Later, his sister, Ann, arrives and look what she does! She empties

the trunk. Oh, what a nasty girl! Now, all the coins are on the grass!

b. Koko: Pierre a dit que les pièces sont/étaient dans le coffre.

‘Pierre said that the coins are/were in the trunk.’

The results for simultaneous construals and the implications of our findings

are discussed in section 3.

2.2.2 Non-simultaneous/shifted construals: the experimental design. The

experimental contexts designed to test non-simultaneous construals of RCs

are illustrated below. In the future-shifted context ((13-14)), the SIT-T of the



state described by the RC follows the matrix SIT-T, while in the past-shifted

context ((15)), the SIT-T of the described state precedes the matrix SIT-T.

(13) Future-shifted context (for a present RC)

Two cats, one near the mushrooms, the other in the basket. Ann pets

the cat near the mushrooms who later jumps on the chair.

UT-T

a. —[—————]—[————|————]——>
PETTING CAT ON CHAIR

b. Koko: Anne a caressé le chat qui est sur la chaise.

‘Anne petted the cat who is on the chair.’

(14) Future-shifted context (for a past RC)

There are two cats, one on the bed, the other on the floor. Mother

brushes the one on the bed who later jumps into the basket and, then,

seeing a bird, runs after it.

UT-T

a. —[—————]—[————————]——|—>
BRUSHING CAT IN BASKET

b. Koko: Maman a brossé le chat qui était dans le panier.

‘Mummy brushed the cat that was in the basket.’

Notice that in the future-shifted context provided for a present RC ((13)),

the state described by the RC follows the matrix SIT-T and still holds at UT-



T, while in the future-shifted context provided for a past RC ((14)), the

described state follows the matrix SIT-T but no longer holds at UT-T.

(15) Past-shifted context (for a past RC)

Two pirates, one in the garden, the other in the house. The pirate in

the garden goes into the kitchen where Daddy gives him a smartie.

UT-T

a. —[—————]——[———————]——|—>
GARDEN SMARTIE GIVING

b. Koko: Papa a donné un smartie au pirate qui était dans le jardin.

‘Dad gave a smartie to the pirate who was in the garden.’

Turning now to CCs. Recall that the only shifted construal that past in a CC

allows is the past-shifted construal where the embedded state precedes the

past matrix SIT-T. We tested this construal with the two contexts illustrated

in (16), where the only difference is the order of the adverbs in the lead-in

for the test sentence ((16c)): (16b) reverses the order of the adverbs in (16a).

(16) Past-shifted context (for a past CC)

Pierre is in his room with his cats. A pirate walks in. Pirate: «Look at

the mess in your room! Pierre, put your cats outside, please!» Pierre:

«Ok, Pirate.» [Pierre puts his cats in the wagon outside.]



a. Lead-in A

Pierre: Now my cats are outside, but a moment ago they were in

my room.

b. Lead-in B

Pierre: A moment ago, my cats were in my room, but now, they

are outside.

c. Test sentence

Koko: Pierre a dit que les chats étaient dans sa chambre.

‘Pierre said that his cats were in his room’.

The results for non-simultaneous/shifted construals and the implications of

our findings are discussed in section 4.

3 Simultaneous construals: results and discussion

We now present our experimental results for simultaneous construals and

discuss their theoretical implications.

3.1 Results. Our findings for the simultaneous construals of RCs and CC are

given in Table 1.



Table 1. Simultaneous construals of RCs and CCs

RCs CCs

Present IMP Present IMP

Double Access 100% yes 100% yes 62,5% yes
31,25% no

6,25% ∅ response

100% yes

Purely Simultaneous 80% yes 90% yes 96% yes 100% yes

The results for the present are surprising: children accept the present on a

purely simultaneous construal in both CCs and RCs, while moreover

rejecting it in CCs on a DA construal roughly 31% of the time.

Thus, consider the RC case. In the context provided ((10)), an

indexical construal of the present for the sentence ‘Zoë gave a piece of

bread to the bird that is on the car’ is infelicitous since, at the time of Koko's

utterance, the bird is no longer on the car. That is, only a purely

simultaneous construal of the present would be felicitous and this construal

was accepted 80% of the time. This result is unexpected since French, just

like English, is an SOT language where present (under past) is always

utterance-indexical. In contrast, in non-SOT languages (Japanese), present

under past in a RC allows a purely simultaneous non-indexical construal

(see discussion of (3) vs. (4)). We conclude at this stage that French

children have a Japanese present in RCs.

Consider next the CC case. The context provided in (11) does not

satisfy the truth conditions for a DA construal of the test sentence ‘Pierre

said that the coins are in the trunk’ since the speaker/Koko knows that the



state described by the CC is false at the time of his report and, moreover,

that Pierre would carry out the same judgment. The present in the test

sentence would thus only be felicitous on a non-indexical, simultaneous

construal. The rate of acceptance for the present was, however, very high

(96%). Again, this non-indexical, simultaneous construal of the present is

surprising since present under past is utterance-indexical in adult French.

Could we conjecture that children accept the present in this context

because it is the tense form used in the direct speech (Pierre says: «The

coins are in the trunk.»)? No, this conjecture would not explain why

children also accept the purely simultaneous construal of the present in RCs

(80% of the time), since there is no issue of transposing from direct to

indirect discourse in RCs. Moreover, this conjecture also fails to explain

why some children who accept the present on a purely simultaneous

construal reject it on a DA construal —since in both cases, the present is the

form used in the direct speech that is reported.

We therefore conclude that French children have a non-adult,

Japanese-like present, since they accept the present, be it in CCs or RCs, on

a non-indexical, purely simultaneous construal.

Consider next the results for the IMP. Notice that in CCs, the IMP was

accepted 100% of the time in both DA and purely simultaneous contexts. In

RCs, the acceptance rate is likewise extremely high: 90% in the purely

simultaneous context and 100% in the DA context. That the IMP is accepted

on a purely simultaneous construal is expected since it is the adult tense



form used to express temporal simultaneity. That the IMP is felicitous in a

DA context is also expected since it is an imperfective tense. With

imperfective viewpoints, there is no completion entailment. Since no

assertion is made regarding the culmination of the described event, the IMP

can be used to report a past state still ongoing at UT-T.

Summarizing, French children allow both adult simultaneous

construals of the IMP and non-adult simultaneous construals of the present.

3.2 Zero-tenses in child French. Our results for the IMP in subordinate

contexts lead us to conclude that French children have the adult setting for

the SOT parameter since they accept the IMP on a simultaneous construal.

Recall, from our discussion in section 1.3, that the simultaneous construal of

past in SOT languages arises when past is construed as a zero-tense. On the

zero-tense analysis of the IMP given in (17b), for the test sentence in (17a),

the embedded tense carries no meaning of anteriority since it has no

temporal features at all —that is, no presuppositions constraining the

possible choice of referents for the tense. Binding of the zero-tense by its

antecedent, the matrix past, yields temporal overlap between the matrix past

event and the subordinate tenseless state.

(17) a. Pierre said that the coins were in the trunk.

b. Pierre say-PAST1 the coins be-∅1 in the trunk.



We have also argued, however, that French children have a Japanese-like

present since they also accept non-indexical/purely simultaneous construals

of the present be it in RCs or CCs. This construal is surprising since present

under past is always indexical in SOT languages like French. By hypothesis,

the simultaneous construal of present in non-SOT languages arises when

present is construed as a zero-tense. On the zero-tense analysis of the

present in (18b), for the test sentence (18a), the present is non-indexical,

that is, carries no meaning of simultaneity relative to UT-T.

(18) a. Zoë fed the bird that is on the car.

b. Zoë feed-PAST1 the bird that be-∅1 on the car.

Summarizing. Zero-tenses in French child language surface either:

a. as present, as is the case in non-SOT languages like Japanese (since

present under past yields pure simultaneous construals in non-SOT

languages, but not in SOT languages ((5a)); or

b. as past, as is the case in SOT languages like English/French (since past

under past yields pure simultaneous construals in SOT languages, but not in

non-SOT languages ((5b)).

3.3 Zero-tenses across child grammars. We conjecture that the non-adult

construals of present discussed above arise because French children have

not yet set the correct value for the SOT parameter in the target language.



Recall our two options for spelling out zero-tenses across languages in (8)

above. If French children go through a stage where both values of the SOT

parameter are switched on, then zero-tenses will surface as either present

(the unmarked morphological tense form) or as past (via agreement with the

matrix past tense). The assumption that children allow different settings of a

given parameter is expected on the Multiple Grammars approach advocated

by Roeper (1999) and Yang (2000), where learners consider multiple

grammars simultaneously before settling on a single grammar. Deviation of

child language from the target language is explained by the presence of

default non-target grammars that have not yet been eliminated during

language acquisition. Hollenbrandse (2000) reports that Japanese children

allow simultaneous —that is, zero-tense— construals of past under past (the

acceptance rate ranging between 93% to 100%), although in a non-SOT

language like Japanese, past always expresses anteriority ((5b)). These

surprising results are expected under the proposal defended here, that

children go through a stage where they allow both values of the SOT

parameter —where zero-tenses surface as either present (the unmarked

morphological tense form) or as past (via agreement with the matrix past).

3.4 The DA puzzle. That children have a multi-valued setting for the SOT

parameter straightforwardly explains why children accept both the IMP and

the present on a purely simultaneous construal. It fails to explain, however,

a surprising asymmetry between CCs and RCs in the DA construal of the



present. The present was accepted 100% of the time on this construal in

RCs, but only 62,5% of the time in CCs (vs. 100% with the IMP.).

Why would some children reject the present in a DA context for a

CC, but never for a RC? We surmise that the problem lies in the indexicality

of the present in reported-speech contexts. We repeat below the context

provided for a DA present in a CC ((11)).

(19) Context: The coins are in the trunk at the time of Pierre's in utterance

a. Pierre says: «The coins are in the trunk.»

b. Koko's report: «Pierre said that the coins are in the trunk.»

We take the child's No to Koko's report in (19b) of Pierre saying in (19a) to

mean: Pierre said that at the time of his saying, the coins were in the trunk,

and nothing else. Pierre didn't also say that the coins are now/would be now

in the trunk. That is, the child rejects (19b) because he does not judge it an

accurate report of what Pierre actually said, as the use of the present seems

to imply that Pierre holds an attitude towards an interval overlapping a time

in the future from Pierre's perspective, that is, the now of the speaker. As

Samuel (5;09), himself, puts it when Koko asks him why he judges his

report in (19b) infelicitous: ‘Say only things that are in the story!’. Abusch

(1991: 2) describes DA sentences in a way that captures well what we think

is going on when the child rejects the present in (19b):



In the situation described in (1) [John said that Mary is pregnant], John

did not in fact have a belief implying a prediction about the future

utterance-time. If the speaker says (1) in the presence of John, John

may object that he only believed that Mary was pregnant at his

believing time t1, but not necessarily at the utterance-time t0. He may

ask the speaker not to misrepresent his believed proposition by

constraining its time argument to an interval overlapping t0. John's

objection seems defensible: to describe what John actually believed,

the speaker should have used past [emphasis added] instead of the

present tense in the complement.

Now, why do these same children accept the present in the purely

simultaneous context where the coins are no longer in the trunk at UT-T?

Because the present in this context is not indexical, it can only be a zero-

tense. Koko thus merely reports that Pierre said that at the time of his

saying, the coins be-∅ in the trunk. So there is no issue of misrepresentation

by the speaker of Pierre's attitude. And why do those children who reject the

present in the DA context, accept the IMP in this context? Because they

construe the IMP as a zero-tense: Koko thus merely reports that, at the time

of his saying, the coins were [be-∅] in the trunk. So again there is no issue

of misrepresentation by the speaker of Pierre’s attitude. And finally, why

does no child reject the present in a RC in the DA context ((9))? Because

there is no attitude report in this case.



Summarizing. Children reject adult DA construals of the present in CCs

(but not RCs) when they take the indexicality of the present, in reported

speech contexts, to suggest misrepresentation by the speaker of the reported

attitude. Children accept non-adult purely simultaneous construals of the

present because they have a zero-tense spelled out as a present in their

lexicon, alongside their indexical present tense.

4 Non-simultaneous/shifted construals: results and discussion

We now turn to our experimental results for non-simultaneous construals

and their theoretical implications.

4.1 Results. As shown in Table 2, we have 70% to 80% of expected yes

answers for the past-shifted construal of the IMP in a CC, showing that

French children allow adult past-shifted construals of the IMP.

Table 2. Past-shifted IMP in a CC

Lead-in A 82% yes

Lead-in B 70,5% yes

These results are expected on the (null) assumption that these 5 to 7 year old

children have a semantic past in their lexicon. Note, however, that the order



of adverbs in the lead-in had an impact: children did worse with lead-in B.

We address this issue in section 4.2 below.

We take these results together with those discussed in section 3.1

(Table 1) for the IMP in CC to show children have an adult grammar for the

IMP in CCs: when the IMP in a CC has temporal features, it expresses

anteriority relative to the matrix past, when it has no temporal features (is a

zero-tense), it expresses simultaneity relative to the matrix past.

In contrast, the results for the non/simultaneous shifted construals of

RCs, with either the present or the IMP, are strikingly poor:

Table 3. Non-simultaneous construals of RCs

IMP in RC Present in RC

Child answer Expected answer Child answer Expected answer

Past-shifted 74% no Yes

Future-shifted 77% no Yes 84% no Yes

The rejection rate for non-simultaneous construals of RCs was very high:

84% for a future-shifted present, 77% for a future-shifted IMP, and 74% for

a future-shifted IMP.2 We illustrate below the children's judgments for

future-shifteds construal of RC(s). As their answers clearly show, the test

sentences with either a present ((20a)) or an IMP ((21a)) were rejected

because the children enforce a simultaneous reading which is false in the

contexts provided (the cat was not on the chair at the time of Anne's petting

him/in the basket when Mummy brushed him). (22) illustrates the childrens'



judgments for the past-shifted construal of a RC with the IMP. Here again,

the test sentence ((22a)) is construed as simultaneous and rejected because

this construal is false in the context (the pirate was not in the garden when

Daddy gave him a smartie).

(20) a. Koko: Anne a caressé le chat qui est sur la chaise.

‘Anne petted the cat that is on the chair.’

b. Non! Le chat était pas sur la chaise. Anne, elle l’a caressé, il était

près des champignons. [Malo 5;04]

‘No. The cat was not on the chair. Anne, she petted him, he was

near the mushrooms.’

(21) a. Koko: Maman a brossé le chat qui était dans le panier.

‘Mother brushed the cat that was in the basket.’

b. Non, parce que t’avais dit qu’elle l’avait brossé là [le panier] et

elle l’a brossé là [le lit]. [Samuel 5;09]

‘No, because you had said that she had brushed it there [the

basket] and she brushed it there [the bed].’

(22) a. Koko: Papa a donné un smartie au pirate qui était dans le jardin.

‘Papa gave a smartie to the pirate who was in the garden.’

b. Non, qui était dans la cuisine! [Yannis 6;00]

‘No, who was in the kitchen!’



The test sentence in say (21a) would thus be assigned the representation in

(23), where the embedded PAST is construed as zero-tense bound by the

matrix past, yielding the simultaneous construal of the RC. This construal is

rejected because it is false in the context provided.

(23) Mummy brush-PAST1 the cat [CPwho [TP who be-∅1 in the garden]]

Summarizing. The results for non-simultaneous construals show that

children have a non-adult pattern of responses with RCs (since they enforce

simultaneous/non-shifted construals of RCs), but an adult pattern of

responses with CCs (since they allow non-simultaneous/past-shifted

construals of CCs). How can we account for this asymmetry? Could we

assume that children systematically construe the embedded state in a RC as

co-temporal with the matrix event because they analyze RCs as truncated

clauses —that is, they do not project a full TP structure for the RC, but

rather a tenseless VP? This conjecture is not plausible in view of the

production data spontaneously volunteered during elicitation: children

volunteered a wide variety of adult-like subordinate structures (CCs, RCs,

clefts, because/when adjunct clauses, e.g. (20b)-(22b)), showing that they

project a full TP/CP (as expected, given their age). We thus conclude they

have a full, articulated CP structure for relatives. The question then is why



children systematically enforce a simultaneous construal for RCs, but not

for CCs. We take this issue up in section 4.3.

4.2. Adverbs as binders for zero-tense. We now address the first puzzle

raised by our experimental investigation of non-simultaneous contruals.

Recall that the overall results for past-shifted construals of CCs were very

good (section 4.1), but that the order of adverbs in the lead-in ((16a) vs.

(16b)) had an impact: children did worse with lead-in B. Let's see how we

could explain the children's incorrect responses and the influence of the

order of the adverbs on their performance in the task.

By hypothesis, children can construe the embedded tense as either a

past or a zero-tense spelled-out as past via agreement with the matrix past.

As we have assumed all along, non-adult responses arise when the

embedded tense is construed as a zero-tense. Pursuing the analogy between

tenses and pronouns, we expect that the antecedent for a temporal anaphor,

a zero-tense, could, in principle, be any time-denoting expression —be it a

higher tense or a temporal adverb. Now, consider the test sentence for the

past-shifted construal of a CC ((16c) repeated as (24a)). Suppose the binder

for the zero-tense is the time-denoting adverb explicitly provided in the

lead-in ((16a/b)). Incorrect responses would then arise when the child picks

the wrong binder for the zero-tense —that is, when the child picks the

adverb ‘now’ as the binder for the zero-tense:



(24) a. Pierre said that the cats were in the room.

b. Pierre said [ [A MOMENT AGO]1 [the cats ∅1-be in his room] ]

c. Pierre said [ [NOW]1 [the cats ∅1-be in his room] ]  False

Picking the covert time-denoting description ‘a moment ago’ as the binder

for the embedded zero-tense ((24b)) yields true, the expected answer since

the cats were indeed in Pierre's room at a time prior to the time of utterance

of (24a). If, however, the child picks ‘now’ as the covert binder for the zero-

tense ((24c)), then s/he will automatically reject (24a), since the state ‘cats

be in the room’ no longer hold at the interval denoted by the indexical. This

proposal could explain why children do worse in context B: the indexical is

the last adverb mentioned and, therefore, could be more salient with lead-in

B then with lead-in A.

On our assumptions, children who reject (16c)/(24a) on a past-

shifted construal pick the wrong antecedent for the embedded past

—construed as a zero-tense ((24c)). That is, they pick the adverb referring

to the now of the speaker, more salient in context B than A. In contrast,

children who accept (16c)/(24a) on a past-shifted reading construe the

embedded tense as either a true past (expressing anteriority relative to the

matrix past) or, alternatively, as a zero-tense bound by the adverb ‘a

moment ago’, provided in the lead-in ((24b)).



4.3 Independent construals of RCs and Isomorphism. We have conjectured

that French children go through a stage where both values of the SOT

parameter in (8) coexist. This proposal explains why children allow non-

adult, non-indexical, construals of the present be it for CCs or RCs. They

can construe the present in say the RC in (13b), as non-indexical, although

this reading is unavailable in the target language, because their grammar

allows zero-tenses to be spelled out as present, the unmarked morphological

tense form (option (8a) of the SOT parameter). This hypothesis does not

suffice, however, to explain why the zero-tense construal of the present is

widely enforced in RCs (since the non-simultaneous/indexical construal of

RCs is rejected 84% of the time), but not  in CCs (since the non-

simultaneous construal of CCs is accepted 82% of the time with lead-in A

and 70,5% of the time with lead-in B).

We suggest here an account for why children reject indexical

readings of the present and the IMP in RCs based on two premises: (i) a

scopal account for indexical/independent temporal construals of RCs (see

Ogihara 1996, Stowell 1995), and (ii) the observation of Isomorphism in the

syntax/LF mapping in child language. Recall from our discussion of the

temporal construals of the RC in (1a) (vs. the CC in (1b)) that the traditional

assumption is that tense in RCs is independent —that is, can be interpreted

independently of the matrix tense, directly in relation to UT-T. Ogihara

develops a scopal account of the indexicality of tense in RCs. The temporal

construals available for RCs are determined by their scope position at LF. In



particular, Ogihara assumes that relativized DPs are subject to Quantifier

Rasing (QR) at LF. When a relativized DP QRs out of the VP and takes

maximal scope, the tense in the RC is structurally independent of the matrix

tense. That is, QR ensures that present/past in the RCs in (1a)/(4a) is

interpreted outside the scope of the matrix tense, directly in relation to UT-T.

Present thus expresses simultaneity relative to UT-T, and past anteriority

relative to U T-T (with the order of the matrix and RC past events

undetermined). Now, the scopal analysis of the temporal construal of RCs

(vs. CCs) suggests the following account for why children reject indexical

readings of the present/IMP in RCs (but not CCs). It has been argued that (4

to 7 year old) children are strongly biased for surface scope interpretations

in sentences containing a quantified NP and negation (Musolino, Crain and

Thornton 2000). The generalization put forth is that children assign adult-

like interpretations when the relevant adult interpretations correspond to

surface scope (isomorphic) construals, but fail to assign adult-like

interpretations when the relevant adult interpretations correspond to inverse

scope (non-isomorphic) construals. This generalization is known as the

“Observation of Isomorphism”, the claim that children's semantic scope is

isomorphic with overt syntactic scope. Lidz and Musolino (2006: 37) thus

conclude their discussion of children's interpretation of sentences containing

a (numerally) quantified DP and negation:

In fact, we found the preference for surface scope even in sentences

that require inverse scope in the adult grammar, suggesting the



mechanisms for inverse scope, whether they are quantifier raising,

reconstruction or the use of choice functions, are extremely difficult to

access.

Now, on the assumption that the indexical reading of the present in the test

sentence in (13b)/(25a) requires QRing the DP out of the scope of the

matrix tense —that is, reversing the scope of the DP relative to the matrix

tense as in (25b)— then we can impute the children's rejection of the

indexical construal of the present to a bias for isomorphic interpretations,

for reading scope relations between tense and a (relativized) DP off surface

c-command relations:3

(25) a. [IP Ann PAST [VP pet [DP  the cat [RC  PRES  be on the chair ]]]]

b. [DP the cat [RC PRES be on the chair ]]i  [IP Ann PAST [VP pet  ti  ]]

c. [IP Ann PASTi [VP pet [DP the cat [RC  ∅i be on the chair ]]]]

The question, however, is what happens if the RC remains in-situ under the

scope of the matrix past. The answer is pretty straightforward for present

under past, since all theories of tense in SOT languages like English assume

that an indexical present in the scope of past is ill formed. Ogihara and

Schlenker (2003) thus assume a version of Abusch' Upper Limit Constraint

(ULC)4 which has the effect of prohibiting the time denoted by the tense of

an embedded clause from completely following the time denoted by the

tense of the embedding clause. The ULC thus allows a DA reading of the



embedded indexical present in (13b)/(25a) since, on this construal, the time

of petting overlaps both the past time of the cat's being on the chair and UT-T

—but not a future-shifted reading of the embedded indexical present since,

on this construal, the present time of the cat's being on the chair would

completely follow the past time of petting. The context provided in (13),

however, enforces a future-shifted reading of the present. The ULC thus

rules out the only reading true in the context provided. There are two

options for avoiding such a violation: QRing the RC as in (25b), or

construing the embedded present as a vacuous/zero tense as in (25c). The

first option yields the indexical/adult construal of (25a), but is dispreferred

in the child grammar since it involves a non-isomorphic mapping between

overt syntactic and semantic structure. The second option yields the

simultaneous/non-adult construal of (25a), and is available in the child

grammar on the assumption that children allow co-existing settings of the

SOT parameter, as argued above.

Turning now to shifted readings of the IMP in RCs. The isomorphism

hypothesis correctly predicts that children will reject future-shifted readings

of the IMP since the latter can only be generated on an independent construal

of the RC. But it does not exclude past-shifted readings generated on a

dependent construal (where the RC remains under the scope of the matrix

past and the embedded past expresses anteriority relative to the matrix past),

though this construal was rejected 74% of the time (Table 3). The question

of why past-shifted readings are rejected in RCs on a dependent construal of



the embedded past is all the more puzzling since the results for past-shifted

readings of CCs were good (the acceptance rate ranging between 72,5% and

82% (Table 2)), as expected if children have an IMP in their lexicon

expressing anteriority and tense in CCs is dependent. It is not clear at this

stage how to exclude dependent past-shifted readings of RCs (vs. CCs), we

can only offer the following observations. As pointed out in the literature, it

is hard to show —in extensional contexts— that RCs have a true past-

shifted dependent construal, since this reading is redundant/superfluous,

given the availability of the indexical construal of past (which generates the

past-shifted reading by allowing the RC tense to denote any time that

precedes UT-T). Indeed, Stowell (1995) contends that a semantic/non-

vacuous past in a RC is always independent/indexical in extensional

contexts.5 Assuming this is indeed the case, how do we exclude a dependent

non-vacuous construal of past in RCs? Given current considerations of

optimality of design, distinct syntactic derivations should achieve distinct

designated semantic interpretations (see Fox 2000). That is, we should not

allow distinct derivations to converge on truth-conditionally equivalent

representations for the past-shifted reading of a RC under a matrix past. The

derivation involving QR is independently required in order to allow for the

future-shifted construal. So the derivation that should be blocked —unless it

yields a distinct semantic interpretation from QR— is the one where the

relativized DP remains trapped inside the VP. That is, unless either the DP

is in an intensional context and read de dicto6, or the RC tense is construed



as a zero-tense bound by the matrix tense yielding the simultaneous

construal in (25c). We leave these questions open for future research.

Conclusion

Simultaneous/zero-tense construals surface in L1 French as either past (via

agreement with the matrix past/binder) or present (the unmarked

morphological tense form). This is surprising in that adult French is a SOT

language where past (but not present) is used to express temporal overlap

(with a matrix past). We thus conclude that children allow co-existing

settings of multi-valued parameters.7 This conclusion is further supported by

evidence from non-SOT languages where present (but not past) is used to

express temporal simultaneity, since Japanese children have been reported

to allow non-adult zero-tense construals of past. Our findings support the

Multiple Grammar hypothesis according to which language acquisition is

grammar competition: children entertain multiple grammars simultaneously

before settling on a single grammar.
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1The simple past was avoided because it is highly marked in spoken French.
2Children, however, have an adult pattern of behaviour with the passé composé (present
perfect) as shown in Lungu (2006) who tested future and past-shifted construals of RCs
with a passé composé under a matrix past. The results were very good: children gave adult
yes responses 79% of the time for future-shifted contruals and 96% of the time for past-
shifted construals.
3The non-simultaneous construals we tested all involved object relatives. If our proposal is
correct, then we expect children to accept indexical construals of present/past in subject
relatives with a past in the matrix.
4“The tense of the embedding clause is an upper bound on the tenses in subordinate
clauses.” (Abusch 1988: 24).
5In intensional contexts, however, there is clear evidence for dependent shifted readings. If
the object DP in (i) is construed de dicto (and by hypothesis, remains in-situ) then the time
of seeing the film must be in the past relative to the past time of the search. If the object DP
is construed de re (by hypothesis, QRs out of the scope of the matrix tense), there is no
such restriction: the time of the search can precede the past time of seeing the film. The
correlation between the tense construal(s) of a RC and the reading of the DP containing the
RC is taken as evidence for a scopal analysis of the temporal readings of RCs.

(i) John sought a person who saw Schindler's list. (Ogihara 1996: 169)
6See footnote 5.
7Split SOT’ languages (e.g. Russian/Romanian) also provide evidence that the SOT
parameter cannot be a traditional binary-valued parameter with mutually exclusive settings,
but rather a multi-valued parameter (where both settings are used for different contexts in
the same language).


